COMPRESSION MODE ACTIVATION METHOD, NETWORK SIDE DEVICE AND TERMINAL DEVICE

Embodiments of the present invention provide a compressed mode starting method, a network side device, and a terminal device. The method includes: when a network side device determines that a terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by SF/2, acquiring, by the network side device from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located, a second channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a first channel code used by a DPCH of the terminal device; and sending, by the network side device, the second channel code to the terminal device, and sending instruction information to the terminal device, so as to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH. The technical solutions of the present invention can reduce cell interference caused by compressed mode starting, thereby reducing transmit power of a cell or increasing a throughput rate of a cell.

When a network side device determines that a terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by SF/2, the network side device acquires, from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located, a second channel code that is idle and that has a same SF as that of a father channel code of a first channel code, where the first channel code is a channel code used by a DPCH of the terminal device.

The network side device sends the second channel code to the terminal device, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device; and sends instruction information to the terminal device, so as to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device.

FIG. 1
The present invention relates to communications technologies, and in particular, to a compressed mode starting method, a network side device, and a terminal device.

[0002] In a Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System, UTMS for short), each cell uses one primary scrambling code, so as to differentiate a signal of the cell from a signal of a neighboring cell. In each cell, each downlink dedicated physical channel (Dedicated Physical Channel, DPCH for short) needs to use one channel code, so that each downlink dedicated physical channel is differentiated from another DPCH in the cell. Each channel code corresponds to one spreading factor, and there is a limitation on a range of a rate supported by each channel code. If a data transmission rate of a DPCH channel needs to be increased, a channel code with a smaller spreading factor generally needs to be used.

[0003] For example, when a UE needs to measure pilot signal strength of an inter-frequency cell or an inter-RAT cell and the UE has only one sole carrier frequency receiver, the UE needs to use a compressed mode. A compressed mode is a mechanism in which an idle frame is generated in a radio frame so that a UE can measure quality of another carrier frequency signal by using these idle frames. One of the widely used compressed modes is a compressed mode by spreading factor (SF)/2, that is, an SF is halved to increase a channel rate and transmit same data in a shorter time, so as to generate a transmission gap to measure pilot signal strength of an inter-frequency cell or an inter-RAT cell. If a neighboring code word of a channel code used by a DPCH of the UE is occupied by a DPCH of another UE, a channel code with a halved SF must be acquired in a manner of replacing a scrambling code, where the channel code with a halved SF is a father channel code of the channel code used by the DPCH of the UE. The manner of replacing a scrambling code increases cell interference, which increases transmit power or reduces a throughput rate of a cell.

[0004] Embodiments of the present invention provide a compressed mode starting method, a network side device, and a terminal device, which are used to reduce cell interference caused by compressed mode starting, thereby reducing transmit power of a cell or increasing a throughput rate of a cell.

[0005] A first aspect provides a compressed mode starting method, including:

- When a network side device determines that a terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by spreading factor SF/2, acquiring, by the network side device from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located, a second channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a first channel code, where
  - the first channel code is a channel code used by a dedicated physical channel DPCH of the terminal device;
  - and
  - sending, by the network side device, the second channel code to the terminal device, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and
  - sending instruction information to the terminal device, so as to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

When the network side device determines that the terminal device needs to start the compressed mode by SF/2 and the network side device determines that a neighboring channel code of the first channel code is occupied, acquiring, by the network side device from the channel code of the cell in which the terminal device is located, a second channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a first channel code includes:

- When the network side device determines that the terminal device needs to start the compressed mode by SF/2 and the network side device determines that a neighboring channel code of the first channel code is occupied, acquiring, by the network side device from the channel code of the cell in which the terminal device is located, a second channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a first channel code.

[0007] With reference to the first aspect or the first possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a second possible implementation manner of the first aspect, the sending, by the network side device, the second channel code to the terminal device, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and sending instruction information to the terminal device, so as to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH, includes:

- Sending, by the network side device, a first physical channel reconfiguration message to the terminal device, where the first physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code and the instruction information, so that the terminal device.
reconfigures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH, and starts the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device reconfigures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

[0008] With reference to the first aspect or the first possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a third possible implementation manner of the first aspect, the sending, by the network side device, the second channel code to the terminal device, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and sending instruction information to the terminal device, so as to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH, includes:

sending, by the network side device, a second physical channel reconfiguration message to the terminal device, where the second physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and

sending, by the network side device, a third physical channel reconfiguration message to the terminal device, where the third physical channel reconfiguration message carries the instruction information, so as to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

[0009] With reference to the first aspect or the first possible implementation manner of the first aspect or the second possible implementation manner of the first aspect or the third possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a fourth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, the instruction information includes a compressed mode starting identifier and starting time, where the compressed mode starting identifier is used to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2, and the starting time is used to indicate a time when the terminal device starts the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

[0010] A second aspect provides a compressed mode starting method, including:

receiving, by a terminal device, a second channel code sent by a network side device, and receiving instruction information sent by the network side device, where the second channel code is a channel code that is idle, that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a first channel code, and that is acquired, when the network side device determines that the terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by spreading factor SF/2, by the network side device from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located; and the first channel code is a channel code used by a dedicated physical channel DPCH of the terminal device; configuring, by the terminal device according to the second channel code, the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH, starting, by the terminal device, the compressed mode by SF/2 according to the instruction information.

[0011] With reference to the second aspect, in a first possible implementation manner of the second aspect, the receiving, by a terminal device, a second channel code sent by a network side device, and receiving instruction information sent by the network side device includes:

receiving, by the terminal device, a first physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, where the first physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code and the instruction information.

[0012] With reference to the second aspect, in a second possible implementation manner of the second aspect, the receiving, by a terminal device, a second channel code sent by a network side device, and receiving instruction information sent by the network side device includes:

receiving, by the terminal device, a second physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, where the second physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code; and

receiving, by the terminal device, a third physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, where the third physical channel reconfiguration message carries the instruction information.

[0013] With reference to the second aspect or the first possible implementation manner of the second aspect or the second possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a third possible implementation manner of the second aspect, the instruction information includes a compressed mode starting identifier and starting time, where the compressed mode starting identifier is used to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2, and the starting time is used to indicate a time when the terminal device starts the compressed mode by SF/2.

[0014] A third aspect provides a network side device,
With reference to the third aspect, in a first possible implementation manner of the third aspect, the acquiring module is specifically configured to: when it is determined that the terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by spreading factor SF/2, acquire, from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located, a second channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a first channel code, where the first channel code is a channel code used by a dedicated physical channel DPCH of the terminal device; and a sending module, configured to send the second channel code to the terminal device, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and send an instruction information after the configuring module configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

[0015] With reference to the third aspect, in a first possible implementation manner of the third aspect, the acquiring module is specifically configured to: when it is determined that the terminal device needs to start the compressed mode by SF/2 and it is determined that a neighboring channel code of the first channel code is occupied, acquire, from the channel code of the cell in which the terminal device is located, the second channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of the father channel code of the first channel code.

[0016] With reference to the third aspect or the first possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a second possible implementation manner of the third aspect, the sending module is specifically configured to send a first physical channel reconfiguration message to the terminal device, where the first physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code and the instruction information, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH, and starts the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

[0017] With reference to the third aspect or the first possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a third possible implementation manner of the third aspect, the sending module is specifically configured to send a second physical channel reconfiguration message to the terminal device, where the second physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and send a third physical channel reconfiguration message to the terminal device, where the third physical channel reconfiguration message carries the instruction information, so as to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

With reference to the fourth aspect, in a first possible implementation manner of the fourth aspect, the receiving module is specifically configured to receive a first physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, where the first physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code and the instruction information.

[0020] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a first possible implementation manner of the fourth aspect, the receiving module is specifically configured to receive a second physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, where the second physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code and the instruction information.

[0021] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a second possible implementation manner of the fourth aspect, the receiving module is specifically configured to receive a second physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, where the second physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code; and receive a third physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, where the third physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code.
With reference to the fourth aspect or the first possible implementation manner of the fourth aspect or the second possible implementation manner of the fourth aspect, in a third possible implementation manner of the fourth aspect, the instruction information includes a compressed mode starting identifier and starting time, where the compressed mode starting identifier is used to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2, and the starting time is used to indicate a time when the terminal device starts the compressed mode by SF/2.

A sixth aspect provides a terminal device, including:

- a memory, configured to store a program;
- a processor, configured to execute the program, so as to: when determining that a terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by spreading factor SF/2, acquire, from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located, a second channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a first channel code, where the first channel code is a channel code used by a dedicated physical channel DPCH of the terminal device; and
- a communications interface, configured to send the second channel code to the terminal device, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and send instruction information to the terminal device, so as to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

A fifth aspect provides a network side device, including:

- a communications interface, configured to receive a second channel code sent by a network side device, and receive instruction information sent by the network side device, where the second channel code is a channel code that is idle, that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a first channel code, and that is acquired, when the network side device determines that the terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by spreading factor SF/2, by the network side device from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located; and the first channel code is a channel code used by a dedicated physical channel DPCH of the terminal device;
- a memory, configured to store a program; and
- a processor, configured to execute the program, so as to configure, according to the second channel code, the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH, and start the compressed mode by SF/2 according to the instruction information after configuring the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

According to the compressed mode starting method, the network side device and the terminal device that are provided by the embodiments of the present invention, when a network side device determines that a terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by SF/2, the network side device acquires, from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located, a channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a channel code used by a DPCH of the terminal device; then, the network side device sends the acquired idle channel code to the terminal device, so that the terminal device configures the idle channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device; and the network side device sends instruction information to the terminal device, so that the terminal device starts the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the idle channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH. In the technical solutions of the present invention, a channel code used by a DPCH of a terminal device rather than a scrambling code is replaced. Because orthogonality between channel codes is far greater than orthogonality between scrambling codes, compared with a manner of replacing a scrambling code in the prior art, the technical solutions of the present invention can reduce cell interference caused by compressed mode starting, thereby reducing transmit power of a cell or increasing a throughput rate of a cell.

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a compressed mode starting method according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 to FIG. 4 are schematic diagrams of a relationship between channel codes in a method for replacing a scrambling code according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5 to FIG. 7 are schematic diagrams of a relationship between channel codes in a method for replacing a channel code according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 8 is a flowchart of another compressed mode starting method according to an embodiment of the present invention;
DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0027] To make the objectives, technical solutions, and advantages of the embodiments of the present invention clearer, the following clearly and completely describes the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present invention with reference to the accompanying drawings in the embodiments of the present invention. Apparently, the described embodiments are some but not all of the embodiments of the present invention. All other embodiments obtained by a person of ordinary skill in the art based on the embodiments of the present invention without creative efforts shall fall within the protection scope of the present invention.

[0028] FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a compressed mode starting method according to an embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 1, the method in this embodiment includes:

1. **Step 101:** When a network side device determines that a terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by SF/2, the network side device acquires, from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located, a second channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a first channel code, where the first channel code is a channel code used by a DPCH of the terminal device.

2. **Step 102:** The network side device sends the second channel code to the terminal device, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device; and sends instruction information to the terminal device, so as to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device.

[0029] In this embodiment, the network side device may be, but is not limited to, a radio network controller (Radio Network Controller, RNC for short). The network side device may determine, according to information such as a capability of the terminal device and a service requirement of the terminal device, whether the terminal device needs to start the compressed mode by SF/2. For example, when the terminal device needs to measure pilot signal strength of an inter-frequency cell or an inter-RAT cell and the terminal device has only one sole carrier frequency receiver, the network side device may determine that the terminal device needs to start the compressed mode by SF/2.

[0030] In this embodiment, for ease of differentiation, a channel code currently used by the DPCH of the terminal device is referred to as the first channel code, and a channel code, which is reselected by the network side device for the DPCH of the terminal device from the channel code of the cell in which the terminal device is located, is referred to as the second channel code. An SF of the second channel code is the same as an SF of the father channel code of the first channel code, that is, the second channel code and the father channel code of the first channel code are channel codes of a same level; and the second channel code is idle, that is, neither of two sub channel codes of the second channel code is occupied by another DPCH.

[0031] For the compressed mode by SF/2, if a neighboring channel code of the channel code used by the DPCH of the terminal device is occupied by another DPCH, the terminal device cannot directly use the compressed mode by SF/2, and the terminal device can use the compressed mode by SF/2 only after a scrambling code is replaced. In the following, that a terminal device bearing an adaptive multi-rate (Adaptive Multi-Rate, AMR for short) voice service needs to start a compressed mode by SF/2 is used as an example for description. As shown in FIG. 2, it is assumed that a first channel code used by a DPCH of the terminal device bearing an AMR voice service is a channel code whose SF is 128 and whose number is 12, and the first channel code is marked as (SF128, 12). When the terminal device needs to start the compressed mode by SF/2, a father channel code (SF64, 6) with a halved SF is unavailable because a neighboring channel code (SF128, 13) of the first channel code is occupied by another DPCH, as shown in FIG. 3. In the prior art, the terminal device replaces a primary scrambling code, and with the primary scrambling code, the father channel code (SF64, 6) with a halved SF is used, so as to implement the compressed mode by SF/2, as shown in FIG. 4. In FIG. 2 to FIG. 4, a circle with oblique lines represents an occupied channel code, a black circle represents an unavailable channel code, and a blank circle represents a reserved channel code. The first channel code (SF128, 12) used by the terminal device is reserved. After the compressed mode by SF/2 ends, the first channel code can be reused.

[0032] Because of relatively low orthogonality between scrambling codes, replacing a scrambling code increases cell interference, which increases transmit power or reduces a throughput rate of a cell. Therefore, in this embodiment, when the network side device determines that the terminal device needs to start the compressed mode by SF/2 and the network side device determines
that a neighboring channel code of the first channel code is occupied, the network side device acquires, from the channel code of the cell in which the terminal device is located, the second channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of the father channel code of the first channel code. Both the channel code of the cell in which the terminal device is located and the channel code used by the DPCH of the terminal device are configured by the network side device. Therefore, the network side device knows usage of the channel code of the cell in which the terminal device is located, and also knows usage of the neighboring channel code of the first channel code used by the DPCH of the terminal device.

[0033] The terminal device bearing an AMR voice service is still used as an example. As shown in FIG. 5, the network side device acquires the second channel code (SF64, 7) from the channel code of the cell in which the terminal device is located, where an SF of the second channel code is also 64 and is the same as that of the father channel code of the first channel code, and the second channel code is idle. In this embodiment, the network side device sends the second channel code to the terminal device, so that the terminal reconfigures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device, and implements the compressed mode by SF/2 based on the second channel code, as shown in FIG. 6. As shown in FIG. 7, the first channel code (SF128, 12) used by the terminal device is reserved; and after the compressed mode by SF/2 ends, the first channel code can be reused. In FIG. 5 to FIG. 7, a circle with oblique lines represents an occupied channel code, a black circle represents an unavailable channel code, and a blank circle represents a reserved channel code.

[0034] In the foregoing description, the network side device acquires a second channel code for the DPCH of the terminal device from the channel code of the cell in which the terminal device is located, only in a case in which the network side device determines that the terminal device needs to start the compressed mode by SF/2 and in which the neighboring channel code of the first channel code used by the DPCH of the terminal device is idle. In this embodiment, the network side device sends the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and sending, by the network side device, a second physical channel reconfiguration message to the terminal device, where the second physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and sending, by the network side device, a third physical channel reconfiguration message to the terminal device, where the third physical channel reconfiguration message carries instruction information, so as to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH. In this implementation manner, the network side device separately sends the second channel code and the instruction information to the terminal device by using different physical channel reconfiguration messages.

[0035] In an optional implementation manner, one implementation manner of step 102 includes: sending, by the network side device, a first physical channel reconfiguration message to the terminal device, where the first physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code and instruction information, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH, and starts the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH. In this implementation manner, the network side device sends both the second channel code and the instruction information to the terminal device by using one physical channel reconfiguration message.

[0036] In an optional implementation manner, the other implementation manner of step 102 includes: sending, by the network side device, a second physical channel reconfiguration message to the terminal device, where the second physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and sending, by the network side device, a third physical channel reconfiguration message to the terminal device, where the third physical channel reconfiguration message carries instruction information, so as to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH. In this implementation manner, the network side device separately sends the second channel code and instruction information to the terminal device by using different physical channel reconfiguration messages.

[0037] Based on the foregoing embodiment or implementation manners, the instruction information may include, but is not limited to, a compressed mode starting identifier and starting time. In this embodiment, the compressed mode starting identifier is used to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2, and the starting time is used to indicate a time when the terminal device starts the compressed mode by SF/2. In specific implementation, the starting time may be a specific time point at which the terminal device starts the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; or the starting time may be a time interval, which is used to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after a certain time interval after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

[0038] As described above, after a network side device determines that a terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by SF/2, the network side device acquires, from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device
is located, a channel code that is idle and that has an SF
the same as that of a father channel code of a channel
code used by a DPCH of the terminal device; then, the
network side device sends the acquired idle channel
code to the terminal device, so that the terminal device
configures the idle channel code as the channel code
that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device; and the
network side device sends instruction information to the
terminal device, so that the terminal device starts the
compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device con-
figures the idle channel code as the channel code that is
used by the DPCH. The compressed mode by SF/2 is
implemented by replacing the channel code used by the
DPCH of the terminal device rather than replacing a
scrambling code. Because orthogonality between chan-
nel codes is far greater than orthogonality between
scrambling codes, compared with a manner of replacing
a channel code used by the DPCH. The compressed mode by SF/2
is used by the DPCH of the terminal device. Correspondingly, the second
channel code is replaced. Based on this, the second channel code
is idle, that is, neither of two sub channel codes of the second channel code is occu-
pied by another DPCH.

[0044] In this embodiment, for ease of differentiation, a channel code currently
used by the DPCH of the terminal device is referred to as the first channel code, and
a channel code, which is reselected by the network side
device for the DPCH of the terminal device from the chan-
nel code of the cell in which the terminal device is located,
is referred to as the second channel code. An SF of the
second channel code is the same as an SF of the father
channel code of the first channel code, and that is, the second
channel code and the father channel code of the first
channel code are channel codes of a same level; and the
second channel code is idle, that is, neither of two
sub channel codes of the second channel code is occu-
pied by another DPCH.

[0045] For the compressed mode by SF/2, if a neigh-
boring channel code of the channel code used by the
DPCH of the terminal device is occupied by another DP-
CH, the terminal device cannot directly use the
compressed mode by SF/2, and the terminal device can use
the compressed mode by SF/2 only after a scrambling
code is replaced. Based on this, the second channel code
that is idle, that has an SF the same as that of the father
channel code of a first channel code, and that is acquired,
when the network side device determines that the termi-
nal device needs to start the compressed mode by SF/2,
by the network side device from the channel code of a cell in which the termi-
nal device is located; and the first channel code
is a channel code used by a DPCH of the terminal
device.

[0040] In this embodiment, the instruction information
is used to instruct the terminal device to start the com-
pressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device config-
ures the second channel code as the channel code that
is used by the DPCH of the terminal device.

[0041] Step 802: The terminal device configures, ac-
cording to the foregoing second channel code, the sec-
cond channel code as the channel code that is used by
the DPCH of the terminal device.

[0042] Step 803: After the terminal device configures
the second channel code as the channel code that is
used by the DPCH of the terminal device, the terminal
device starts the compressed mode by SF/2 according
to the foregoing instruction information.

[0043] In this embodiment, the network side device
may be, but is not limited to, an RNC. The network side
device may determine, according to information such as
a capability of the terminal device and a service require-
ment of the terminal device, whether the terminal device
needs to start the compressed mode by SF/2. For exam-
ple, when the terminal device needs to measure pilot
signal strength of an inter-frequency cell or an inter-RAT
physical cell and the terminal device has only one sole carrier
frequency receiver, the network side device may deter-
mine that the terminal device needs to start the com-
pressed mode by SF/2.
by SF/2 and the network side device determines that the neighboring channel code of the first channel code used by the DPCH of the terminal device is occupied, by the network side device from the channel code of the cell in which the terminal device is located, where the second channel code is used to instruct the terminal device to configure the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device. In another optional implementation manner, when the network side device determines that the terminal device needs to start the compressed mode by SF/2 and the network side device determines that the neighboring channel code of the first channel code used by the DPCH of the terminal device is not occupied, the network side device may also acquire, from the channel code of the cell in which the terminal device is located, the second channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of the father channel code of the first channel code; and the network side device sends the second channel code to the terminal device, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device, thereby further implementing the compressed mode by SF/2.

In an optional implementation manner, one implementation manner of step 801 includes: receiving, by the terminal device, a first physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, where the first physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code and the instruction information. In this implementation manner, the network side device sends both the second channel code and the instruction information to the terminal device by using one physical channel reconfiguration message. In an optional implementation manner, another implementation manner of step 801 includes: receiving, by the terminal device, a second physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, where the second physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code; and receiving, by the terminal device, a third physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, where the third physical channel reconfiguration message carries the instruction information. In this implementation manner, the network side device separately sends the second channel code and the instruction information to the terminal device by using different physical channel reconfiguration messages.

Based on the foregoing embodiment or implementation manners, the instruction information may include, but is not limited to, a compressed mode starting identifier and starting time. In this embodiment, the compressed mode starting identifier is used to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2, and the starting time is used to indicate a time when the terminal device starts the compressed mode by SF/2. In specific implementation, the starting time may be a specific time point at which the terminal device starts the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH. In this case, the terminal device may start the compressed mode by SF/2 at a time point indicated by the starting time. Alternatively, the starting time may be a time interval, which is used to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after a certain time interval after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH. In this case, after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH, the terminal device starts the compressed mode by SF/2 after a time interval indicated by the starting time.

As described above, a terminal device receives a channel code that is idle, that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a channel code used by a DPCH of the terminal device, and that is acquired, when a network side device determines that the terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by SF/2, by the network side device from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located; the terminal device receives instruction information sent by the network side device; and then, the terminal device configures the idle channel code provided by the network side device as the channel code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device, and starts the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the idle channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH. The compressed mode by SF/2 is implemented by replacing the channel code used by the DPCH rather than replacing a scrambling code. Because orthogonality between channel codes is far greater than orthogonality between scrambling codes, compared with a manner of replacing a scrambling code in the prior art, the technical solution of the present invention can reduce cell interference caused by compressed mode starting, thereby reducing transmit power of a cell or increasing a throughput rate of a cell.

FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of a network side device according to an embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 9, a network side device in this embodiment includes an acquiring module 91 and a sending module 92.

The acquiring module 91 is configured to: when it is determined that a terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by SF/2, acquire, from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located, a second channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a first channel code, where the first channel code is a channel code used by a DPCH of the terminal device.

The sending module 92, which is connected to the acquiring module 91, is configured to send the second channel code acquired by the acquiring module 91 to the terminal device, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and send instruction information to
the terminal device, so as to instruct the terminal device
to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal
device configures the second channel code as the channel
code that is used by the DPCH.

[0054] In an optional implementation manner, the ac-
quiring module 91 may be specifically configured to:
when it is determined that the terminal device needs to
start the compressed mode by SF/2 and it is determined
that a neighboring channel code of the first channel code
is occupied, acquire, from the channel code of the cell in
which the terminal device is located, the second channel
code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of
the father channel code of the first channel code.

[0055] In an optional implementation manner, the sending
module 92 may be specifically configured to send a first
physical channel reconfiguration message to the
terminal device, where the first physical channel
reconfiguration message carries the second channel
code and the instruction information, so that the terminal
device configures the second channel code as the channel
code that is used by the DPCH, and starts the com-
pressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device config-
ures the second channel code as the channel code that
is used by the DPCH.

[0056] In an optional implementation manner, the sending
module 92 may be specifically configured to send a second
physical channel reconfiguration mes-
 sage to the terminal device, where the second physical
channel reconfiguration message carries the second
channel code, so that the terminal device configures the
second channel code as the channel code that is used
by the DPCH; and send a third physical channel recon-
figuration message to the terminal device, where the third
physical channel reconfiguration message carries the in-
struction information, so as to instruct the terminal device
to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal
device configures the second channel code as the channel
code that is used by the DPCH.

[0057] The instruction information may include, but is
not limited to, a compressed mode starting identifier and
starting time, where the compressed mode starting iden-
tifier is used to instruct the terminal device to start the
compressed mode by SF/2, and the starting time is used
to indicate a time when the terminal device starts the
compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device con-
figures the second channel code as the channel code
that is used by the DPCH.

[0058] The functional modules of the network side de-
vice provided in this embodiment may be used to execute
the processes of the foregoing compressed mode start-
ing method embodiments. Specific working principles are
not described again. For details, refer to the description
in the method embodiments.

[0059] When the network side device provided in this
embodiment determines that a terminal device needs to
start a compressed mode by SF/2, the network side de-
vice acquires, from a channel code of a cell in which the
terminal device is located, a channel code that is idle and
that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code
of a channel code used by a DPCH of the terminal device;
then, the network side device sends the acquired idle
channel code to the terminal device, so that the terminal
device configures the idle channel code as the channel
code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device;
and the network side device sends instruction information
to the terminal device, so that the terminal device starts
the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device
configures the idle channel code as the channel code
that is used by the DPCH. The compressed mode by
SF/2 is implemented by replacing the channel code used
by the DPCH of the terminal device rather than replacing
a scrambling code. Because orthogonality between
channel codes is far greater than orthogonality between
scrambling codes, compared with a manner of replacing
a scrambling code in the prior art, the technical solution
of the present invention can reduce cell interference
caused by compressed mode starting, thereby reducing
transmit power of a cell or increasing a throughput rate
of a cell.

[0060] FIG. 10 is a schematic structural diagram of an-
other network side device according to an embodiment
of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 10, the network
side device in this embodiment includes a memory 1001,
a processor 1002, and a communications interface 1003.

[0061] The memory 1001 is configured to store a pro-
gram. Specifically, the program may include program
code, where the program code includes a computer op-
eration instruction. The memory 1001 may include a high
speed RAM memory, and may also include a non-volatile
memory (non-volatile memory), for example, at least one
disk memory.

[0062] The processor 1002 is configured to execute
the program stored by the memory 1001, so as to:
when determining that a terminal device needs to start a com-
pressed mode by SF/2, acquire, from a channel code of a
cell in which the terminal device is located, a second
channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same
as that of a father channel code of a first channel code,
where the first channel code is a channel code used by
a DPCH of the terminal device.

[0063] The processor 1002 may include one or more
central processing units (Central Processing Unit, CPU
for short), or an application specific integrated circuit (Ap-
Application Specific Integrated Circuit, ASIC for short),
or one or more integrated circuits configured to implement
this embodiment of the present invention.

[0064] The communications interface 1003 is config-
ured to send the second channel code acquired by the
processor 1002 to the terminal device, so that the termi-
nal device configures the second channel code as the
channel code that is used by the DPCH; and send in-
struction information to the terminal device, so as to in-
struct the terminal device to start the compressed mode
by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second
channel code as the channel code that is used by the
DPCH.
[0065] In an optional implementation manner, the processor 1002 may be specifically configured to: when determining that the terminal device needs to start the compressed mode by SF/2 and determining that a neighboring channel code of the first channel code is occupied, acquire, from the channel code of the cell in which the terminal device is located, the second channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of the father channel code of the first channel code.

[0066] In an optional implementation manner, the communications interface 1003 may be specifically configured to send a first physical channel reconfiguration message to the terminal device, where the first physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code and the instruction information, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH, and starts the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

[0067] In an optional implementation manner, the communications interface module 1003 may be specifically configured to send a second physical channel reconfiguration message to the terminal device, where the second physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and send a third physical channel reconfiguration message to the terminal device, where the third physical channel reconfiguration message carries the instruction information, so as to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

[0068] The instruction information may include, but is not limited to, a compressed mode starting identifier and starting time, where the compressed mode starting identifier is used to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2, and the starting time is used to indicate a time when the terminal device starts the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

[0069] Optionally, if the foregoing memory 1001, processor 1002 and communications interface 1003 are implemented independently, the memory 1001, the processor 1002 and the communications interface 1003 may be connected by using a bus to complete mutual communication. The bus may be an industry standard architecture (Industry Standard Architecture, ISA for short) bus, a peripheral component interconnect (Peripheral Component, PCI for short) bus, an extended industry standard architecture (Extended Industry Standard Architecture, EISA for short) bus, or the like. The bus may be classified into an address bus, a data bus, a control bus, and the like. For ease of illustration, the bus in FIG. 10 is represented by using only one bold line, but it does not mean that there is only one bus or one type of bus.

[0070] If the foregoing memory 1001, processor 1002 and communications interface 1003 are integrated on one chip for implementation, the memory 1001, the processor 1002 and the communications interface 1003 may perform mutual communication by using an internal interface.

[0071] The network side device provided in this embodiment may be used to execute the processes of the foregoing compressed mode starting method embodiments. Specific working principles are not described again. For details, refer to the description in the method embodiments.

[0072] When the network side device provided in this embodiment determines that a terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by SF/2, the network side device acquires, from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located, a channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a channel code used by a DPCH of the terminal device; then, the network side device sends the acquired idle channel code to the terminal device, so that the terminal device configures the idle channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device; and the network side device sends instruction information to the terminal device, so that the terminal device starts the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the idle channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH. The compressed mode by SF/2 is implemented by replacing the channel code used by the DPCH of the terminal device rather than replacing a scrambling code. Because orthogonality between channel codes is far greater than orthogonality between scrambling codes, compared with a manner of replacing a scrambling code in the prior art, the technical solution of the present invention can reduce cell interference caused by compressed mode starting, thereby reducing transmit power of a cell or increasing a throughput rate of a cell.

[0073] FIG. 11 is a schematic structural diagram of a terminal device according to an embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 11, the terminal device in this embodiment includes a receiving module 1101, a configuring module 1102, and a starting module 1103.

[0074] The receiving module 1101 is configured to receive a second channel code sent by a network side device, and receive instruction information sent by the network side device, where the second channel code is a channel code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device in this embodiment; and the first channel code is a channel code used by a DPCH of the terminal device in this embodiment. The instruction information is used to instruct the terminal device in this embodiment
to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device.

[0075] The configuring module 1102, which is connected to the receiving module 1101, is configured to configure, according to the second channel code received by the receiving module 1101, the second channel code, which is received by the receiving module 1101, as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

[0076] The starting module 1103, which is connected to the receiving module 1101 and the configuring module 1102, is configured to start, according to the instruction information received by the receiving module 1101, the compressed mode by SF/2 after the configuring module 1102 configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

[0077] In an optional implementation manner, the receiving module 1101 may be specifically configured to receive a first physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, where the first physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code and the instruction information.

[0078] In an optional implementation manner, the receiving module 1101 may be specifically configured to receive a second physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, where the second physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code; and receive a third physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, where the third physical channel reconfiguration message carries the instruction information.

[0079] The instruction information includes, but is not limited to, a compressed mode starting identifier and starting time, where the compressed mode starting identifier is used to instruct the terminal device in this embodiment to start the compressed mode by SF/2, and the starting time is used to indicate a time when the terminal device in this embodiment starts the compressed mode by SF/2.

[0080] The functional modules of the terminal device provided in this embodiment may be used to execute the processes of the foregoing compressed mode starting method embodiments. Specific working principles are not described again. For details, refer to the description in the method embodiments.

[0081] The terminal device provided in this embodiment receives a channel code that is idle, that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a channel code used by a DPCH of the terminal device, and that is acquired, when a network side device determines that the terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by SF/2, by the network side device from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located; the terminal device receives instruction information sent by the network side device; and then, the terminal device configures the idle channel code provided by the network side device as the channel code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device, and starts the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the idle channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH. The compressed mode by SF/2 is implemented by replacing the channel code used by the DPCH rather than replacing a scrambling code. Because orthogonality between channel codes is far greater than orthogonality between scrambling codes, compared with a manner of replacing a scrambling code in the prior art, the technical solution of the present invention can reduce cell interference caused by compressed mode starting, thereby reducing transmit power of a cell or increasing a throughput rate of a cell.

[0082] FIG. 12 is a schematic structural diagram of another terminal device according to an embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 12, the terminal device in this embodiment includes a communications interface 1201, a memory 1202, and a processor 1203.

[0083] The communications interface 1201 is configured to receive a second channel code sent by a network side device, and receive instruction information sent by the network side device, where the second channel code is a channel code that is idle, that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a first channel code, and that is acquired, when the network side device determines that the terminal device in this embodiment needs to start a compressed mode by SF/2, by the network side device from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device in this embodiment is located; and the first channel code is a channel code used by a DPCH of the terminal device in this embodiment. The instruction information is used to instruct the terminal device in this embodiment to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device.

[0084] The memory 1202 is configured to store a program. Specifically, the program may include program code, where the program code includes a computer operation instruction. The memory 1202 may include a high speed RAM memory, and may also include a non-volatile memory (non-volatile memory), for example, at least one disk memory.

[0085] The processor 1203 is configured to execute the program stored by the memory 1202, so as to configure, according to the second channel code received by the communications interface 1201, the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH, and after configuring the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH, start the compressed mode by SF/2 according to the instruction information received by the communications interface 1201.

[0086] In an optional implementation manner, the communications interface 1201 may be specifically configured to receive a first physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, where the first physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code and the instruction information.

[0087] In an optional implementation manner, the com-
munications interface 1201 may be specifically configured to receive a second physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, where the second physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code; and receive a third physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, where the third physical channel reconfiguration message carries the instruction information.

[0088] The instruction information includes, but is not limited to, a compressed mode starting identifier and starting time, where the compressed mode starting identifier is used to instruct the terminal device in this embodiment to start the compressed mode by SF/2, and the starting time is used to indicate a time when the terminal device in this embodiment starts the compressed mode by SF/2.

[0089] The terminal device provided in this embodiment may be used to execute the processes of the foregoing compressed mode starting method embodiments. Specific working principles are not described again. For details, refer to the description in the method embodiments.

[0090] The terminal device provided in this embodiment receives a channel code that is idle, that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a channel code used by a DPCH of the terminal device, and that is acquired, when a network side device determines that the terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by SF/2, by the network side device from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located; the terminal device receives instruction information sent by the network side device; and then, the terminal device configures the idle channel code provided by the network side device as the channel code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device, and starts the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the idle channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH. The compressed mode by SF/2 is implemented by replacing the channel code used by the DPCH rather than replacing a scrambling code. Because orthogonality between channel codes is far greater than orthogonality between scrambling codes, compared with a manner of replacing a scrambling code in the prior art, the technical solution of the present invention can reduce cell interference caused by compressed mode starting, thereby reducing transmit power of a cell or increasing a throughput rate of a cell.

[0091] A person of ordinary skill in the art may understand that all or some of the steps of the method embodiments may be implemented by a program instructing relevant hardware. The program may be stored in a computer readable storage medium. When the program runs, the steps of the method embodiments are performed. The foregoing storage medium includes: any medium that can store program code, such as a ROM, a RAM, a magnetic disk, or an optical disc.

[0092] Finally, it should be noted that the foregoing embodiments are merely intended for describing the technical solutions of the present invention, but not for limiting the present invention. Although the present invention is described in detail with reference to the foregoing embodiments, persons of ordinary skill in the art should understand that they may still make modifications to the technical solutions described in the foregoing embodiments or make equivalent replacements to some or all technical features thereof, without departing from the scope of the technical solutions of the embodiments of the present invention.

Claims

1. A compressed mode starting method, comprising:

when a network side device determines that a terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by spreading factor SF/2, acquiring, by the network side device from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located, a second channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a first channel code, wherein the first channel code is a channel code used by a dedicated physical channel DPCH of the terminal device; and

sending, by the network side device, the second channel code to the terminal device, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and sending instruction information to the terminal device, so as to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

2. The compressed mode starting method according to claim 1, wherein when a network side device determines that a terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by spreading factor SF/2, acquiring, by the network side device from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located, a second channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a first channel code comprises:

when the network side device determines that the terminal device needs to start the compressed mode by SF/2 and the network side device determines that a neighboring channel code of the first channel code is occupied, acquiring, by the network side device from the channel code of the cell in which the terminal device is located, the second channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of the father channel code of the first channel code.
3. The compressed mode starting method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the sending, by the network side device, the second channel code to the terminal device, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and sending instruction information to the terminal device, so as to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH, comprises:

sending, by the network side device, a first physical channel reconfiguration message to the terminal device, wherein the first physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code and the instruction information, so that the terminal device reconfigures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH, and starts the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device reconfigures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

4. The compressed mode starting method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the sending, by the network side device, the second channel code to the terminal device, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and sending instruction information to the terminal device, so as to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH, comprises:

sending, by the network side device, a second physical channel reconfiguration message to the terminal device, wherein the second physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and sending, by the network side device, a third physical channel reconfiguration message to the terminal device, wherein the third physical channel reconfiguration message carries the instruction information, so as to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

5. The compressed mode starting method according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the instruction information comprises a compressed mode starting identifier and starting time, wherein the compressed mode starting identifier is used to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2, and the starting time is used to indicate a time when the terminal device starts the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

6. A compressed mode starting method, comprising:

Receiving, by a terminal device, a second channel code sent by a network side device, and receiving instruction information sent by the network side device, wherein the second channel code is a channel code that is idle, that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a first channel code, and that is acquired, when the network side device determines that the terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by spreading factor SF/2, by the network side device from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located; and the first channel code is a channel code used by a dedicated physical channel DPCH of the terminal device; Configuring, by the terminal device according to the second channel code, the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH, starting, by the terminal device, the compressed mode by SF/2 according to the instruction information.

7. The compressed mode starting method according to claim 6, wherein the receiving, by a terminal device, a second channel code sent by a network side device, and receiving instruction information sent by the network side device comprises:

receiving, by the terminal device, a first physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, wherein the first physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code and the instruction information.

8. The compressed mode starting method according to claim 6, wherein the receiving, by a terminal device, a second channel code sent by a network side device, and receiving instruction information sent by the network side device comprises:

receiving, by the terminal device, a second physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, wherein the second physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code; and receiving, by the terminal device, a third physical
A network side device, comprising:

1. The network side device according to claim 10 or 11.
2. A network side device, comprising:
   - an acquiring module, configured to: when it is determined that a terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by spreading factor SF/2, acquire, from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located, a second channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code, wherein the first channel code is a channel code used by a dedicated physical channel DPCH of the terminal device; and
   - a sending module, configured to send the second channel code to the terminal device, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and
   - send instruction information to the terminal device, wherein the third physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, wherein the third physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.
3. The network side device according to any one of claims 10 to 13, wherein the instruction information comprises a compressed mode starting identifier and starting time, wherein the compressed mode starting identifier is used to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.
4. The network side device according to any one of claims 10 to 13, wherein the instruction information comprises a compressed mode starting identifier and starting time, wherein the compressed mode starting identifier is used to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.
5. The terminal device according to claim 15, wherein the receiving module is specifically configured to receive a second channel code sent by a network side device, and receive instruction information sent by the network side device, wherein the second channel code is a channel code that is idle, that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a first channel code, and that is acquired, when the network side device determines that the terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by spreading factor SF/2, by the network side device from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located; and the first channel code is a channel code used by a dedicated physical channel DPCH of the terminal device; a configuring module, configured to configure, according to the second channel code, the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and
   - a starting module, configured to start the compressed mode by SF/2 according to the instruction information after the configuring module configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.
6. The terminal device according to claim 15, wherein the receiving module is specifically configured to re-
receive a first physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, wherein the first physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code and the instruction information.

17. The terminal device according to claim 15, wherein the receiving module is specifically configured to receive a second physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, wherein the second physical channel reconfiguration message carries the second channel code; and receive a third physical channel reconfiguration message sent by the network side device, wherein the third physical channel reconfiguration message carries the instruction information.

18. The terminal device according to claim 15 or 16 or 17, wherein the instruction information comprises a compressed mode starting identifier and starting time, wherein the compressed mode starting identifier is used to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by spreading factor SF/2, and the starting time is used to indicate a time when the terminal device starts the compressed mode by SF/2.

19. A network side device, comprising:

- a memory, configured to store a program;
- a processor, configured to execute the program, so as to: when determining that a terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by spreading factor SF/2, acquire, from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located, a second channel code that is idle and that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a first channel code, wherein the first channel code is a channel code used by a dedicated physical channel DPCH of the terminal device; and
- a communications interface, configured to send the second channel code to the terminal device, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH; and
- send instruction information to the terminal device, so as to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.

20. A terminal device, comprising:

- a communications interface, configured to receive a second channel code sent by a network side device, and receive instruction information sent by the network side device, wherein the second channel code is a channel code that is idle, that has an SF the same as that of a father channel code of a first channel code, and that is acquired, when the network side device determines that the terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by spreading factor SF/2, by the network side device from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located; and
- the first channel code is a channel code used by a dedicated physical channel DPCH of the terminal device;
- a memory, configured to store a program; and
- a processor, configured to execute the program, so as to configure, according to the second channel code, the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH, and start the compressed mode by SF/2 according to the instruction information after configuring the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH.
When a network side device determines that a terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by SF/2, the network side device acquires, from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located, a second channel code that is idle and that has a same SF as that of a father channel code of a first channel code, where the first channel code is a channel code used by a DPCH of the terminal device.

The network side device sends the second channel code to the terminal device, so that the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device; and sends instruction information to the terminal device, so as to instruct the terminal device to start the compressed mode by SF/2 after the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device.
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A terminal device receives a second channel code sent by a network side device, and receives instruction information sent by the network side device, where the second channel code is a channel code that is idle, that has a same SF as that of a father channel code of a first channel code, and that is acquired, when the network side device determines that the terminal device needs to start a compressed mode by SF/2, by the network side device from a channel code of a cell in which the terminal device is located; and the first channel code is a channel code used by a DPCH of the terminal device.

The terminal device configures, according to the foregoing second channel code, the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device.

After the terminal device configures the second channel code as the channel code that is used by the DPCH of the terminal device, the terminal device starts the compressed mode by SF/2 according to the foregoing instruction information.
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